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U.S. Embargo Statistics
2009 – Less than 5% of ETDs were embargoed
2013 – 19-20% of ETDs embargoed
2015 – 20+% of ETDs embargoed
2015 – humanities/social sciences 42% of ETDs embargoed
Stanford – allows 2 year embargo ONLY, 46% embargo rate
Only 7% of publishers refuse to publish OA ETDs
Truschke, Audrey. Open Access and Dissertation Embargoes. http://dissertationreviews.org/archives/11861
Arguments against OA
#patent pending
#creative work
#loss of publishing opportunities
#fear of not getting tenure
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Embargo Disciplines & Frequency
summer 2015 - summer 2016
Social climate
#4th largest income inequality
#Poorer people leaving as rich move in
#Rich make 15x more
#top 20% of wealthy account for 55% of all income earned

The move away from ETDs 
ETD Data Pilot Program
#Establish data submission guidelines
#Develop strategies for educating 
graduate students on data archiving
#Assess data storage capabilities and needs
for long term storage and access to data

Documentation of Data
#How data was created
#The data content and 
structure
#Any manipulations that may have taken place
#What the data means
Storage: 
#22 servers
#220TB
#Redundancy
#documentation file.txt
#metadata file.txt
#data
IDK – 2 TB
Responsibilities
#Check that data is accompanied by documentation & metadata
#Check that data is not corrupt
#Assign identifiers to data & associated files
#Create dPanther record
#Link dPanther back to Digital Commons record
Questions
# Raw data may not be useful to anyone
# If students have to clean up their 
data (privacy), would they bother?
# Provide checklist for students with data
50%-50%
Additional Questions to Consider
#Where is all this university data sitting?
#Do we want to preserve it?
#What is the potential cost?
#Does the university want to archive all this?
#What is the return on investement?
#Do we want a faculty archive?
Next Steps
#Launch workshops Fall 2016
#Market the workshops
#Require sign-up & RSVP
#Create libguide for Data/supplementary files
#Get reports from DC 
on ORCID authors
#Track alumni through 
ORCID
#Track faculty through 
ORCID
#Need subscription
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Next Steps
#Require ORCID field
#Add to pre-existing 
workshop
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